
Wobbly Baby: An Inverted Pendulum
By: David Moore & Jeffrey Clark

Motivation and Concept

We wanted to build a cart that would balance an inverted pendulum however, given that it may have 

been overly difficult to do so in the manner we wanted we opted instead for a self balancing cart. This 

concept has been tried and successfully completed by many before us, however its still a very interest-

ing problem to solve and the knowledge of how to do it would be beneficial in the future because the 

applications of this technology are far ranging.

Functional Definition

Our cart is designed to balance itself on two wheels. To accomplish this we used a gyroscope to mea-

sure angular velocity and an accelerometer to read the angular position of our cart body. We also used 

two motors attached to the wheels to correct the position using PID controls. 

Sensors

We only needed one sensor for this project so that we could determine the cart’s angular position 

relative to its unstable equilibrium point.  

We used an LSM9DSO 9 Degree of Freedom chip that includes a 3 axis gyroscope, 3 axis accelerome-

ter, and 3 axis magnetometer. The magnetometer was not used.

Mechanical Considerations

For our cart chassis we designed a box to be printed using PLA plastic with exterior dimensions 25 cm x 

6 cm x 14cm. The box was designed to not only be simple and functional, but to also have a degree of 

style and humor. The box includes a lid that can be slide vertically off and has air vents incorporated 

stylishly into its design.



                                                                

The box itself includes motor mounts at the bottom, mounting holes for our Arduino Uno and air vents 

along the sides.

                                                              

The motors are mounted in their holes at the bottom with brackets to keep them secure. The wheels are 

simply slid onto the axles of the motors once installed.

The box did not incorporate other mountings for components because at the time we still weren’t sure 

exactly what components would be used. In fact several components were swapped around out of 

convenience and necessity, so that worked in our favor.  Other mounted components include two 

battery packs and two circuitry breadboards.
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Electrical Considerations

We quickly realized that it would be very beneficial to have two different DC power sources, for several 

reasons:

1. The motors tend to produce electrical noise in the power supply, which can cause problems 

for the control and possibly damage components.

2. The Arduino should run at 7V to 12V, but the motor shield can handle anywhere from 4.5V to 

25V.

3. The motors take a lot of current, while it is safer to run the Arduino and other circuitry with 

lower current sources.

Our motor power source is a Glacier 1300 mAh 4 cell LiPo battery with nominal 14.8 V.

Our control power source is 6 series connected AA batteries, for a maximum of 9.6V which the Arduino 

regulates down to a stable 5V.

Both of these power sources give us several hours of usage.

The LSM9DSO uses 5V supplied through the Arduino.

We also have several LEDs, as on/off indicators for the power supplies, several potentiometers for 

analog control of PID weighting values, a push button for manually resetting the carts zero angle, and 

switches in series with the power supplies.  None of these require significant power.

Interface

For our project we used the Arduino Uno. For debugging purposes we used the serial monitor.

The LSM9DSO utilizes I2C communication through the A4 and A5 pins, as well as Vin and Ground.

The motors are controlled via the Adafruit V1.2 motor shield through ports M3 and M4.

The Arduino power LED is simply connected to +5V and ground. The motor power LED is connected to 

D10.

The Kp, Ki, and Kd potentiometers are connected to A3, A2, A1 respectively.

The zero angle switch is connected to D9. 

The motor enable/disable switch is connected to D11.

Software
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We programmed in C using the Arduino IDE. We used standard libraries to control the DC motor and 

chip specific libraries for the LSM9DSO as well as a Kalman filter library from GitHub to merge our 

gyroscope and accelerometer data.

The inverted pendulum is a common problem in control theory, so there were many possible 

approaches. There are “dumb“ approaches which simply respond to the displacement of the pendulum, 

PID control loops (proportional-integral-derivative) controllers with better performance, and LQR control 

loops (linear-quadratic regulator), all of which have been applied successfully to the inverse pendulum 

problem. Since this is such a common problem, we thought the programming would be the easiest part. 

However, with such a dynamically unstable system it has proven to be more complicated than we 

thought.

The code was based off of a GitHub balancing robot project: https://github.com/Billwilliams1952/Arduino-

Self-Balancing-Robot . The ~10 lines of PID control code was left almost completely unchanged, 

because the implementation was so simple there was nothing to improve upon. However, we still had to 

do a lot of customization and debugging, and tailoring the code to our specific cart. Three such quirks 

are as follows. Firstly, our gyroscope is in a different orientation, so we had to figure out the correct 

orientation of our gyro in the cart, the optimal position for it within the cart, and how to calculate the 

cart’s angle given this orientation. Secondly, perhaps because of the high power battery we’re using, 

the acceleration from the motors messed up the accelerometer’s reading of the cart’s angle. To fix this, 

we added a correction that subtracts an amount of acceleration proportional to the speed of the motor. 

Tuning this took some time and was the key to our robot’s success on demonstration day. Thirdly, our 

motors, if supplied with a PWM duty cycle of less than 50 (out of 255), stall and simply make a high 

pitched whine. To fix this, given a “requested” duty cycle from the PID loop, we supply a PWM duty 

cycle of 0 if the requested duty cycle is less than 10, and let the PWM duty cycle jump up by 50 after 

that. (So for example, if the requested duty cycles are 10, 11, 20, 30, the duty cycles passed to the 

motors are 0, 61, 70, 80, respectively.)

We do have a safety precaution built into the software that will release the motors should the cart dip 

past 30 degrees from vertical in either direction. This is to prevent the cart from falling0 and moving 

erratically potentially harming itself or others.

Testing

We first tested at a desk, to make sure the code reading the LSM9DSO works and that it can reliably 

figure out when the cart is in the vertical position. We then made sure to test that the motors responded 

correctly to commands based off of position. Once that was done and the cart was fully assembled we 

again tested on the desktop to see if it could balance itself.

Satisfied with that performance we moved to the floor to test whether it could balance unaided and 

respond to nudges and eventually pushes.

In testing the cart we accidentally shorted a motor wire to our LSM9DSO because the motor was not 
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secured or properly insulated. This caused the chip to be irretrievably damaged, but we were able to 

replace it and secure the motors appropriately.

To test the cart at all stages, we primarily focused on tuning the Kp, Ki, and Kd values of the PID control 

system. These values help to weight the different functions of the control loop and affect different 

aspects of the carts response.

Safety

This system involves relatively low voltage, and relatively low speed. Any electrical safety issue is 

limited to burning out components, which would not be harmful to people, or the extremely unlikely 

chance of shorting our LiPo battery. In the case of a short of the battery itself, it can combust. However, 

that scenario is highly unlikely without significant user error or catastrophic damage to the cart. 

Since DC motors are involved, there is a greater possibility for shorts, damaging the Arduino, or damag-

ing the motor shield with heat. We were careful to run the motor off of a current limited power supply 

until all of the circuitry bugs were worked out and the design finalized. We also paid attention to heat 

considerations and we determined that no heat sinks or extra precautions were needed, save the air 

vents.

Since we don’t have powered brakes on the cart, there is also the possibility that the cart could hit 

something after the motor cuts off. To solve this, we simply have someone standing around the cart, 

ready to grab it when the motor cuts.  

Parts Required and Reusability

We required:

a printed cart chassis

two right angle 65 RPM brushless 3-6 V DC motors

2 wheels

an Arduino Uno

6 AA batteries with mounting box

a Glacier 1300 mAh LiPo battery

an Adafruit V1.2 motor shield

3 potentiometers

2 LEDs

2 switches

a push button

Various mounting hardware and electrical components

Everything with the exception of the mounting hardware, and electrical components should be perfectly 

reusable after our project. While reusable, the chassis is custom designed for this project and will 

probably be of no use outside of this project.  The mounting hardware may be reusable and some of the 
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electronic components should be reusable.

Project Analysis

In completing this project it would have been beneficial to get everything assembled very early on 

because the code took quite a bit of customization to our particular robot. If we had known all the parts 

we were eventually going to use then we could have better designed the case.  

While the cart design has not been perfected and it does occasionally tumble, it is able to balance itself 

and respond well to nudges. In order to have a more robust and consistent product we would need to 

add more complicated code and preferably better motors, as well as a lower center of mass.  

This project has come to fruition and we have a cart that is able to remain upright under its own ability.

Individual Contributions

David did most of the code and the wiring and mounting of peripherals (switches, buttons, potentiome-

ters, LEDs). Jeffrey designed the cart and 3D printed it, got the Lipo battery, and mounted and wired the 

motors, the Arduino, the battery packs, and the accelerometer.

Code:

/* Final project

* Written by: Jeffrey Clark & David Moore

* Some code and part of the PID loop borrowed from https://github.com/Billwilliams1952/Arduino

*/

#include <Wire.h>

#include <Adafruit_Sensor.h>

#include <Adafruit_LSM9DS0.h>

#include <AFMotor.h>

#include <Kalman.h>

//Define the binary and analog io pins.

#define KPPOTPIN A3 //used to set Kp.

#define KIPOTPIN A2 //used to set Ki.

#define KDPOTPIN A1 //used to set Kd.

#define REDLEDPIN 10 //Output pin used to indicate whether the motors are primed.

#define MOTORSWITCHPIN 11 //Input pullup pin used to turn motors on/off.

#define ZEROANGLEPIN 9 //Input pullup pin used to zero targetAngle to the current measured

//Angle past which the robot does not try to balance

#define ANGLE_RANGE 30

//Puts a cap on the integral component of the PID loop.

#define INTEGRATION_GUARD 10
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/* I think the Kalman filter may give better results using a constant timestep,

* so this variable makes sure we run the loop for LOOP_TIME_MSEC before the next

* loop. */

#define LOOP_TIME_MSEC 15

//Count the time elapsed so that we can ensure the loop lasts LOOP_TIME_MSEC.

unsigned long lastmicros;

//Update the potentiometer KpVal once every time loop runs this many times.

#define POT_COUNT_MAX 2

int pot_count;

//Declare the AF_DCMotor objects. The wiring is such that running the motors FORWARD actually

AF_DCMotor rightmotor(3);

AF_DCMotor leftmotor(4);

//Initialize the sensor and sensor variables.

Adafruit_LSM9DS0 sensor = Adafruit_LSM9DS0(1000); // Use I2C, ID #1000

sensors_event_t accel, mag, gyro, temp;

//Initialize Kalman filter variables

Kalman kalmanPitch;

float kalmanPitchAngle; // Calculated pitch using a Kalman filter

float pitch; // Calculated pitch from accelerometer

//Initialize PID variables

float KpVal, KiVal, KdVal;

float targetAngle = -6.5, /* zero degrees is upright */

pwmAmount, /* value from -255 to 255 */

lastError = 0.0, /* lastError calculated in PID */

integratedError = 0.0; /* Total integrated error */

void setup() {

//Initialize serial output

//Serial.begin(9600);

//Turn the motors off.

leftmotor.setSpeed(0);

rightmotor.setSpeed(0);

//initialize digital IO

pinMode(REDLEDPIN,OUTPUT);

digitalWrite(REDLEDPIN,LOW);
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pinMode(MOTORSWITCHPIN,INPUT_PULLUP);

pinMode(ZEROANGLEPIN,INPUT_PULLUP);

//Initialize LSM9DS0.

sensor.begin();

sensor.setupAccel(sensor.LSM9DS0_ACCELRANGE_2G);

sensor.setupMag(sensor.LSM9DS0_MAGGAIN_2GAUSS);

sensor.setupGyro(sensor.LSM9DS0_GYROSCALE_245DPS);

//Make a call to the sensor and initialize Kalman variables.

sensor.getEvent(&accel, &mag, &gyro, &temp);

pitch=atan2(accel.acceleration.z,-accel.acceleration.y)*57.295779513;

kalmanPitch.setAngle(pitch);

kalmanPitchAngle = pitch;

//Initialize PID variables.

KpVal=15.0;

KiVal=5;

KdVal=0;

//Initialize loop timing variable.

lastmicros=micros();

pot_count=0;

}

//PID control code, unchanged from https://github.com/Billwilliams1952/Arduino-Self-Balancing

void UpdatePID ( void ) {

float deltaError, error;

error = targetAngle - kalmanPitchAngle;

integratedError += error;

if ( integratedError > INTEGRATION_GUARD )

integratedError = INTEGRATION_GUARD;

else if ( integratedError < -INTEGRATION_GUARD )

integratedError = -INTEGRATION_GUARD;

deltaError = error - lastError;

lastError = error;

pwmAmount = constrain(KpVal * error +

KiVal * integratedError +

KdVal * deltaError, -255, 255); // PWM < 0 means go backwards
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}

/* As the motors accelerate the bot forwards, the accelerometer measures a positive z force

* which shouldn't be there. So we can subtract it away. */

float motorForceCorrection(float pwmAmount){

return motorActionCorrection(pwmAmount)/400;

}

/* When a PWM value of less than about 50 or 70 is passed to the motor, the motor stalls.

* So we can modify it with a lower or upper cutoff. If the requested PWM value is less

* than 10, we don't move the motors at all. If it's greater than 10, we add 50 to its

* magnitude, so that it actually moves. */

float motorActionCorrection(float arg){

if(abs(arg)<10)

arg = 0;

else

arg+=50 *arg/abs(arg);

if(abs(arg)>200){

arg=200*arg/abs(arg);

}

return arg;

}

/* Easy code to set the speed of both motors at the same time. Argument should be between

* -255 and +255. Negative moves the robot backwards, positive forwards. */

void setSpeedAndGo(float arg){

arg=motorActionCorrection(arg);

//Serial.println(arg);

if(arg>0){

int y=(int)(arg);

if(y>255)

y=255;

leftmotor.setSpeed(y);

rightmotor.setSpeed(y);

leftmotor.run(FORWARD);

rightmotor.run(FORWARD);

} else if(arg<0){

int y=(int)(-arg);

if(y>255)

y=255;

leftmotor.setSpeed(y);
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rightmotor.setSpeed(y);

leftmotor.run(BACKWARD);

rightmotor.run(BACKWARD);

} else {

leftmotor.setSpeed(0);

rightmotor.setSpeed(0);

leftmotor.run(RELEASE);

rightmotor.run(RELEASE);

}

}

//Main loop

void loop() {

bool motorsOn; //state variable to run the motors or not

motorsOn=(digitalRead(MOTORSWITCHPIN)==LOW);

bool zeroAngle; //state variable as to whether we are currently resetting the zero angle

zeroAngle=(digitalRead(ZEROANGLEPIN)==LOW);

//If we are zeroing the angle, don't run the motors.

if(zeroAngle)

motorsOn=false;

//Read the voltage from the potentiometers

pot_count=(pot_count+1)%POT_COUNT_MAX;

if(pot_count==0) {

KpVal=(analogRead(KPPOTPIN)*1.0/1024.0-0.52/5.0)*100.0+5.0; //input ranges from .52V to

KiVal=(analogRead(KIPOTPIN)*1.0/1024.0-2.5/5.0)*40.0+0.0; //input ranges from 2.5V to

if(KiVal<0)

KiVal=0;

KdVal=(analogRead(KDPOTPIN)*1.0/1024.0-0.86/5.0)*40.0+0.0; //input ranges from 0.86V to

if(KdVal<0)

KdVal=0;

}

// Digital IO to let us know if the motors are primed/ready to run.

if(motorsOn){

digitalWrite(REDLEDPIN,HIGH);

} else {

digitalWrite(REDLEDPIN,LOW);

}

// Calculate the pitch from acceleration
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sensor.getEvent(&accel, &mag, &gyro, &temp);

// Vertical angle with Z acceleration correction. Angle calculation corresponds to gyroscope

pitch=atan2(accel.acceleration.z-motorForceCorrection(pwmAmount),-accel.acceleration.y)*

//Run the calculated angle through the kalman filter.

kalmanPitchAngle = kalmanPitch.getAngle(pitch, gyro.gyro.x, 0.001*LOOP_TIME_MSEC);

if(zeroAngle){

//if we are zeroing the angle (big red button), reset the integrated error and target

targetAngle=kalmanPitchAngle;

integratedError=0;

}

//Run the control code and update the associated global variables.

UpdatePID();

if(abs(kalmanPitchAngle)<ANGLE_RANGE){

//Only actually move forward if motorsOn says so.

if(motorsOn)

setSpeedAndGo(pwmAmount);

else

setSpeedAndGo(0);

} else {

setSpeedAndGo(0);

}

//The PID loop assumes a constant timestep, so we delay to make sure the loop lasts LOOP

unsigned long newmicros=micros();

if(newmicros-lastmicros<(unsigned long)(LOOP_TIME_MSEC)*(unsigned long)(1000)){

delayMicroseconds((unsigned long)(LOOP_TIME_MSEC)*(unsigned long)(1000)-(newmicros-lastmicros

}

/* Debugging code. Much faster to just use one serial out. Serial output is

* disabled for demonstration purposes.

String printme="Z acceleration: ";

printme+=accel.acceleration.z;

printme+=". KpVal: ";

printme+=KpVal;

printme+=". KiVal: ";

printme+=KiVal;

printme+=". KdVal: ";

printme+=KdVal;

printme+=". Loop time: ";
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printme+=micros()-lastmicros;

Serial.println(printme);*/

lastmicros=micros(); //update timing code.

}
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